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1 Introduction 

1.1 General Comments about the Operating Instructions 

This document has been assembled to explain the operating software WTQB1000 CONTROL 
in a user friendly manner and to describe its most important functions.  A lot of emphasis has 
been placed on details and Hints.  We recommend that any users intensively familiarise 
themselves with the equipment, the technology and this document before operating this 
WELLER Rework System.  The complexities, tasks and requirements, when faced with actual 
processes, may differ from those described.  When specific application questions arise please 
refer to our application technicians or the local representation. 

1.2 Definitions and Hints 

Qualified and adequately trained personnel, as referred to in these instructions, are persons 
familiar with the installation, use and maintenance of this equipment and have qualifications 
appropriate to his or her role.  Despite all possible safety precautions and protection technol-
ogy there is a risk of personal injury and material damage when using this equipment incor-
rectly or without due care and attention.  Throughout this document there are hints to help 
avoid such dangers and to provide additional information: 

 
WARNING 

� Wherever this warning sign appears in these Operating Instructions 
danger of death, serious personal injury or extensive damage to prop-
erty can occur should the corresponding safety precautions not be ad-
hered to.. 

 

 
TAKE CARE 

� This symbol, as used in this document, signifies that moderate personal 
injury or damage to property may result from ignoring the appropriate 
safety advice. 

 

 
 HINT 

� Important information about the product or a particular part of these 
instructions – worth taking note of. 
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2 System Information 

2.1 Units and Tools  

Rework Systems are used for professional repair of electronic assemblies.  This includes re-
work of multi contact SMDs (BGA, QFN, QFP, SO, etc) or through hole devices (THT).  

Fig. 1 shows the Rework System WTQB 1000 and names its different system units. The use 
and operation of these units described in this document.  

 

 

 

Fig. 1:  General View of System Units – WTQB1000  

The main of the system units are Top- and Bottom Heater. They are controlled by the ma-
chine software WTQB1000 Control in order to ensure repeatable and precise soldering pro-
files.  
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2.2 The Bottom Heater  

Bottom heat is used to warm the PCB during the rework process. This heating process sup-
ports the reflow and reduces the thermal load needed of the top heater to reflow the SMD.  
PCB temperature in rework processes should be set in the range from 100-170°C.  The target 
PCB temperature is very dependent on the components of the assembly.  Particularly tem-
perature sensitive components, such as plastic sockets, displays and capacitors, limit the 
permitted temperatures.  

A uniform and gentle warming of PCB is highly important to avoid thermal deformation due 
to warping and twisting of the PCB. Such a mechanical deformation may cause stress to the 
internal layers of the PCB and the solder joints of the SMDs assembled to it. The Bottom 

Heater of this machine is designed for: 

� the most uniform temperature distribution is achieved across the boards 

� permanent deformations are insignificant and 

� the temperature can be set accurately.  

For the use of Bottom Heaters in rework it is important that the operation is most uncompli-
cated.  Ideally, the rework ought to be processed with no the need for any thermocouples.  
For this purpose the Bottom Heater can be operated in one of two modes:  

Power controlled operation:  The Bottom Heater operates according to stored / 
previously learned heating profiles. This mode of operation does not require any temperature 
sensors and is the default for working with rework profiles; referred to as “Open Loop Opera-
tion” in the WTQB1000 CONTROL software.  

Temperature controlled operation:  Here a thermocouple, attached to the PCB, continu-
ously measures the PCB temperature.  The software compares this with the required tem-
perature and compensates for the difference.  This feedback loop ensures a constant board 
temperature.  WTQB1000 CONTROL refers to this mode of operation as “Closed Loop“. This 
mode of operation is available in Profiler mode, only. 
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2.3 The Top Heater  

Warming of SMDs from top is achieved in by a highly efficient, compact hot gas tool.  Electri-
cally powered, the Top Heater normally heats ambient air, but nitrogen can also be used, to a 
maximum temperature of 400°C, adjustable from 150°C.   

Hot gas, as energy transfer medium, offers optimal conditions for both heating and cooling of 
SMDs. Excellent component temperature control can be achieved.  To tailor shape the energy 
delivered to the SMD even more sensitive the air jet can be set in various flow rates. There 
are nine flow rates available: 6, 8, 10, 13, 16, 20, 25, 30, or 35l/min. 

WELLER WTQB hot gas nozzle can be combined with the Top Heater easily. They ensure that 
hot gas is directed to BGA uniformly. And for special component designs, such as QFP, Sock-
ets, SO, SMD capacitors and many more the heat stream might be guided directly to the 
solder joints. Designing of hot gas ducts in the solder nozzle will keep component body cool 
and safe. 

The best ratings for the components can be found in the datasheets. Usually the max. ratings 
are given by the manufacturer such as: soldering temperature, maximum rate of temperature 
changes, max. temperature, max permitted time at melting temperature & the max. cooling 
time. 

The machine control software WTQB1000 CONTROL allows shaping of Top Heater parameter 
to establish perfect Reflow Profiles. 
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3 Pheriperical Requirements  

3.1 PC-System  

The Computer must comply with at least following specifications: 

� Processor: INTEL i3 or equivalent  

� RAM 4GB 

� CD ROM Device 

� 2x USB 1.0 Interface (1 x for Rework System and 1x for USB camera) 

� Monitor Resolution 1200x1024, if wide screen monitors are used, min. 1024 lines.  

� 2 Button mouse with scroll wheel  

� Keyboard  

� Operating System should be either WINDOWS XP or WINDOWS 7. Only 32Bit versions 

are supported.  

3.2 Media Supply 

� Air: Compressed dry, filtered, oil free air, min 5,0 bar (50psi), max. 6.5 bar (60psi) - 

optionally pure N2 can be used.  

� Mains:  230V / 16 Amps Fused with slow-activating-fuse-switch class “C” 

   115V / 32Amps Fused with slow-activating-fuse-switch class “C” 
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4 Software Installation  

4.1 Install WTQB1000 Control on your PC 

To setup the control software for your Rework system, use the delivered CD-ROM and load it 
in the computer device. WINDOWS should start autorun.inf automatically by itself. If this 
does not happen, you have to select Install.exe from the file explorer and start the installation 
procedure yourself, see path on CD ROM in next image:  

 
Fig. 2:  Location of Install.exe on CD-ROM 

Before installation of WTQB1000 Control the system checks for SW-versions installed earlier. 
In case the system identifies older versions, it asks you to uninstall before proceeding, see 
next image:  

 
Fig. 3:  Request to uninstall before new SETUP.  
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When SETUP is running, the installation procedure requests for “standard interactions”. 
Please confirm all steps in order to complete the installation successfully.  

 
Fig. 4:  SW Installation – Step 1 

Select Installation directory, should be close to root i.e. c:\Weller 

  
Fig. 5:  SW Installation – Step 2 

   
Fig. 6:  SW Installation – Step 3 

Additionally to the software a special USB driver needs to be installed. Please confirm installa-
tion also. 
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Fig. 7:  SW Installation – Step 4 

When Installation procedure has finished the following dialog appears and the WTQB1000 
Icon can be seen on the Desktop.  

 
Fig. 8:  SW Installation – Step 5 
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5 WQTB1000 CONTROL for Solder Profile Management 

5.1 General 

The software is a powerful tool which supports a simple operation of rework profiles.  

5.2 Start of Software 

After click on the WQTB1000 Control icon on your computers desktop the software boots the 
rework system. During Boot-Up following screen pops-up and highlights that the USB com-
munication is established.  

 

 
Fig. 9:  Establishing USB communication 

 
HINT 

� Make sure the rework system is powered on when WTQB 1000 con-
trol software is started.  
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Fig. 10:  Start Screen WTQB1000 Control  

 
HINT 

� WQTB1000 CONTROL requires a minimal monitor resolution of 
1200x1024 pixels or if wide screen monitors are used, at least 1024 
lines.  

 

The left hand side of the screen contains the directory tree for all the profiles – the so called 
Profile Manager.  During the initial setup the Profile Manager has four standard PCB-folders 
pre-installed. They contain example profiles.  In the profile directory WQTB1000 CONTROL 

differentiates visually between  

� Assemblies   ->  yellow symbol 

� PCBs  -> green symbol  

� SMD   ->  white symbol 

Clicking the “+” sign in front of a green PCB symbol makes its content visible, see Fig. 11. 
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Right hand side of the screen you can see the pre-settings for the selected PCB. Here the 
selected PCB is named: PCB3. As per the definition, the PCB is with lead free solder. The im-
age in the center can be used to see changes from the shown QFP pattern to a photo from 
the “real” PCB. This might help the operator to identify the job and minimize process errors.   
 

 
Fig. 11:  Menu Structure 

 

 
HINT 

� Per definition, under heater settings are for all SMDs on that PCB the same. 
However the values of the parameter might be changed for optimization.  
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6 Reflow Profiles  

6.1 General  

The Software WTQB1000 Control is structured in three functional sections:  

� Profile Manager  -  left hand side  

� Info Section  -  right hand side, top 

� Process Section  - right hand side, bottom 

The profile manager / profile tree will stay in the screen and provides permanents overview 
about the profiles available.  

Once a specific SMD is selected, all information stored to this particular SMD is displayed in 
Info- and Process Section.  

       
 

Fig. 12:  Software screen structure 
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6.2 Set-Up a Data-Set for a new SMD  

6.2.1 Create a new SMD 

To operate a new SMD you must click right mouse button while the mouse is over the SMD 
sign. A small pop-up window appears with possible actions to run here. Select New SMD.  

 

      
Fig. 13:  Select New SMD 

 

 
 HINT 

� Create a new Project and create new PCB follow same concept.  

 

After starting the procedure for new SMD set-up, a small dialogue pops-up to define the SMD 
name. Enter the name and click OK.  
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Fig. 14:  Name New SMD 

The entry of new SMD is showing in the Profile Manager. When you click on that SMD all the 
related Information appear right hand side, see Fig. 15.  

Since the SMD is fresh and new, no data are assigned to that component.  

Fig. 15:  Missing Data for New SMD 

6.2.2 Assign a Solder Nozzle to new SMD 

In next step you should assign the proper solder nozzle to this REWORK job. Therefore pick 
from the drop down menu the nozzle size which fits best to the SMD. In this example case it 
should be a BGA type nozzle with size 27x27mm, follow Fig. 16. 
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Fig. 16:  Missing Data for New SMD 

After the type of nozzle has been selected from drop down menu the software is going to 
load a pre-defined parameter set from an internal library. The data will be assigned to the Top 

Heater profile. However, before any data is imported into the profile, the software requests 
your confirmation to overwrite existing data.  

In first set-up this confirmation seems not important, however in later modifications, this 
might be a helpful interaction.  

When the data import in that SMD setting has been completed, you may find the red setting 
plot in the graph window, see next image.  
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Fig. 17:  Confirmation to overwrite profile parameter with data from pre-settings  
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6.2.3 Assign a Photo and Process Information to New SMD  

The software WTQB1000 supports the administrator to define the application most properly 
and clearly. Therefore the administrator can load the image to the SMD data set. This image 
may be taken with an external device (i.e. mobile phone camera).  

 
Fig. 18:  Photo from relevant BGA  

 
Fig. 19:  Load photo from BGA on PCB 
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 HINT 

� Make sure the photo is provided in square shape format; otherwise its 
display might be distorted to fit into the available frame.  

� The software copies the selected image to its data directory automati-
cally, there is no need to keep this image available in future.  

 

The photo for Last Placement is updated automatically when the OPS procedure has finished. 
This image is changing every SMD placement process. When the photo updated, click the 
Text Section and enter relevant information i.e. for the operator in charge.  

 

 
Fig. 20:  Photo from relevant BGA  
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6.3 Profile Control 

The user software WQTB1000 CONTROL is made for easy establishing and optimising of sol-
dering profiles.  Either the Profiler or direct input of parameters can be used for generating 
new profiles.  In the operation of profiles WQTB1000 CONTROL differentiates between: 

� Profile Type RAPID and  

� Profile Type DIAGRAM  

Both profile types are very similar and work the same way. However in DIAGRAM the number 
of individual phases can be up 8 steps, whereby in RAPID the reflow is performed in 1 step. To 
select between the profile types activate the corresponding radio button: 

 

 
Fig. 21:  Selection of Profile types  

The most important task of the profile control is to ensure that the top and bottom heating 
work together in order to achieve the required soldering results.  A time based graph shows 
the target process. Later, this graph is overlaid with real temperature sensor readings.  

To check, edit and save reflow profile parameter, click the button Data in the Plot-Window.  

 

 

6.4 Solder Profile RAPID  

6.4.1 Profile Control Type RAPID  

The profile type RAPID enables fast and simple establishing of both soldering and de-
soldering profiles.  Parameter for Top- and Bottom Heaters are set to ensure that tempera-
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tures stay within their permitted ranges inside and around the SMD.  Soldering profile per-
formance is based on the optimal combination of top- and bottom heating.   

To set a new profile, enable RAPID -Profile radio button. Then click on Data in the plot sec-
tion, see Fig. 21 to open the data screen, see next figure.  

 

 

 

Fig. 22: Screenshot of Profile Control Type RAPID  

 
 HINT 

� When “New SMD” has been selected the Bottom Heater parameters are 
set to minimal. This is a security feature to prevent unwanted overheat-
ing during Top Heater profiling!   

 

  

Graph Section 

Top Heater  

Settings  
Bottom Heater 

Settings 

Cooling  HEATING  
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6.4.2 Operation of Bottom Heater in RAPID Profile 

A safe PCB heating profile can be established quickly, using the Profiler, or by entering a few 
parameters.   

 

A value to define the target temperature can be entered under “Compo-
nent”. This figure defines the green plot in the graph section.   

Electrically the under heater is driven in power steps to achieve a certain 
temperature on the PCB. Three power values and one time figure define 
the energy quantity delivered to the PCB.   

The Bottom Heater warms the assembly for a defined period of time.  

When parameters are adjusted properly, the power value in the Hold 
Phase will keep the board temperature constant.  

Fig. 23 shows the Bottom Heater operation schematically:    

 

Power  Temperature 
  Heat Up Phase Hold Phase  
 

P End 

 

  

   PCB Temp 

 

P Hold 

P Start 

 
              Heat-Up Time                     t 

Fig. 23:  Profile Parameters 

 

 
WARNING 

� Stay always close to the system when setting the power values for Bot-

tom Heater.  

� Never leave system unattended when setting new parameter.  

 

 
TAKE CARE 

� Watch out for hot components such as PCB, PCB holders.  

  

Power Profile Underheater 

PCB Temperature  
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HINT 

� Value given in “Temp PCB” defines target temperature for Bottom 

Heater Profiler. 

� The duration of Hold Phase (ON-time of Bottom Heater) is given by the 
length of total Reflow Profile. 

� To plot PCB Temperature during a profile, a TC-sensor has to be attached 
to the SMD and interfaced in the inputs system front.  

� The values for power dissipation (given in the drop down menus) assume 
that all lamps are switched ON. The system is not able to identify when 
lamps are manually switched off!  

 

6.4.3 Operation of Top Heater in Type RAPID Profile 

The Top Heater is an electrically powered hot gas source. It always operates in closed loop 
mode and heats air to a target temperature at different flow rates (jet streams). A sensor at 
the tip of the heater regularly provides temperature measurements.  This information is used 
by the built in controller to adjust the electrical power supplied to the heater elements to 
maintain the set temperature.  Precision control of the Top Heater is provided by electronic 
temperature management of the rework system.   

 

 

Parameters for Top Heater operation are given 
for Heat-Up Phase and Solder Phase separately, 
see left hand side.  

Whereby in each of the two data sets the ex-
pected temperatures are entered in the top 
section under “SMD Data”. Those figures define 
the red plot in the graph section, only.   

The values for the “real” physical parameters 
which drive the hot gas source are given below 
under the headline “Top Heater Parameter”.  

 
HINT 

� It is important to note that the temperature value of hot gas is not the 
same as temperature of SMD component. 
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Fig. 24 shows schematically the operation of Top Heater and introduces the parameters.  
Similarly to Bottom Heater control, there are “sub-phases” to define the heating profile:  

First phase of the whole heating process is the Heat-Up Phase. Its parameters are “Hot Gas 
Start Temperature”, “End Temperature” and “Heat-Up Time”. Time duration and tempera-
ture step define the slope. Slope must be within the allowed ratings of the SMD reflow spec.  

The Heat-Up Phase is followed by a period of maintaining the peak temperature. Peak Time 
supports fast rising of SMD temperature until the requested target temperature is reached.  

The Hot Gas Temperature in Solder Phase should be set that the target temperature is stable 
and does not vary too much. Basically it represents reflow temperature. Finally at the end a 
defined cooling phase completes the Reflow Data Set.  

Energy transfer to a component is determined by the temperature and Air Flow rate.  Both 
parameters can be set from the RAPID profile control. 
 

 Temperature Temp  

 HOT GAS  SMD 
   Heat-Up Phase Solder Phase Cooling Phase  

 
  Temp. End 

 
 

  Temp. Hold  

 

 

 

    

 

    Heat-Up Time     Time Peak       Time Hold          Cool PCB        t 

      Cool SMD 

Fig. 24:  Profile Parameters 

 
WARNING 

� Stay always close to system when setting the power values for Top 

Heater.  

� Never leave system unattended when setting new parameter.  

 

 
TAKE CARE 

� Watch out for components such as PCB, PCB holders which are located 
close to Bottom Heater. They might be hot and can cause skin burn.  

 
 
  

SMD Temperature  

Thermoprofile delivered from Top Heater  
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6.4.4 Set-Up a New Top Heater Profile  

The Graph Section is available to display a temperature plot for the Top Heater. Before one 
can operate the Top Heater parameter need to be set properly.  

The simplest way to create a new temperature profile is to click with left mouse button in the 
Graph section. The first click defines the profile ramp①. The start point is fixed at 35°C, see 
Fig. 25. Second click defines the reflow time ②.  

The two clicks are connected with a red line and define the target profile for this application. 
Click on the right mouse button will delete the previous point click (mouse pointer need to be 
within the Graph Section.  

 

 
Fig. 25: Screenshot from Profile Control Type:  RAPID  

  

1 2 
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6.4.4.1 Heat-Up Phase 

The component should be heated up to reflow temperature in first step of the profile. The 
available parameters allow the setup of a safe and reliable soldering profile.  

 

SMD Data 

The two fields under SMD Data are used for entering values for 
the Profiler, which is optimised by these entries. Only these 
values affect the representation in the graphic display, however 
they do not directly change the power settings for the Top 

Heater!  

Heat-Up Time [s]:  This parameter defines the time during the 
temperature is raised to the soldering point of the component.  

Temp. SMD [°C]: This value describes the soldering tempera-
ture of the component, which can be taken from its datasheet. 

Fig. 26: Data Entry for Rise Phase RAPID  

 

Top Heating Parameters  

It is preferable to set the Top Heater parameters with the Profiler, please see Chapter 7, page 
37.  Should there be any unexpected deviations while using the learned program the parame-
ters can be adjusted. 

Air Flow [l/min]: This value indicates the rate of hot Air Flow.  The following rates can be 
selected: 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 13, 16, 20, 25, 30, and 35l/min.  The selected Air Stream is constant for 
the one RAPID profile.  There is an option to adjust the airflow in the cooling phase from the 
Top Heater.  

 
HINT 

� Small components should not be exposed to high Air Flows.  The increased 
air pressure tends to push the components down, which can lead to electri-
cal short circuits. 

� High Air Flows can cause small SMDs to be dislodged.  

� Optimal heat distribution inside the soldering tools depends on the correct 
Air Flow, to some extent.  

 

Temp. End [°C]: This is the target value of the heating ramp, which the hot gas source fol-
lows to achieve the required component temperature.  The Profiler determines this value so 
that the specified “SMD Data” is conformed. No changes to this setting should be made 
unless the component temperature increases too slowly or too quickly.  
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Time Peak [s]: Because of the thermal mass of the component on the board it is possible that 
the end temperature of the hot gas source is not sufficient to heat the component to the 
required target temperature.  This parameter stipulates a dwell time, during which the end 
temperature of the hot air source is maintained, so that the required component tempera-
ture is reached (Temp. SMD [°C]).  

6.4.4.2 Solder Phase  

In the soldering phase the component temperature is maintained until the solder has estab-
lished a good bond with the contact areas and is in peak condition.  The parameters “Temp. 

SMD [°C]” and “Air Flow [l/min]” cannot be altered here.  

 
Fig. 27: Input Fields Soldering 

Phase RAPID  

SMD Data 

Only the holding time can be adjusted here.  The SMD tem-
perature cannot be changed, as it was fixed in the previous 
step!  

Time Hold [s]:  This parameter defines the duration that the 
Top Heater Hold temperature (Temp. Hold [°C]) is maintained.  

Top Heater Parameter  

Temp Hold [°C]:  The hold temperature exists to sustain the 
SMD temperature. 

Air Flow cannot be altered at this stage. 
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6.4.4.3 Cooling Phase 

Cooling follows the solder phase. It should be noted that the solidification of solder is a proc-
ess that needs to be carefully controlled. The Top Heater is used to cool the component, 
which is then used without heating. The diagram below shows the two steps of the cooling 
phase:  

1.  Step cold air floats the SMD through the Top Heater and supports 

defined solidification of solder material.  

2.  Step cold air flows towards the PCB from the Bottom Heater 

 
 Temperature Temp  

 HOT GAS  SMD 
   Heat-Up Phase Solder Phase Cooling Phase  

 
  Temp. End 

 
 

  Temp. Hold  

 

 

 

    

 

    Heat-Up Time     Time Peak       Time Hold          Cool PCB        t 

      Cool SMD 

Fig. 28:  Profil-Parameter  

 

Cooling Parameter 

 
Fig. 29: Input Fields Cooling 

Phase RAPID  

Air Flow [l/min]:  Air Flow describes the rate of air volume 
passing through the Top Heater in the cooling phase, when the 
heating is switched off and the Air Flow used for cooling. 

Cooling SMD [s]: This parameter determines the total time for 
cooling down the SMD component.  

X Time Sinking [s]:  defines the time, air flow is cooling the SMD. 

 

 
HINT 

� Hot gas temperature or even the negative temperature slope in cooling 
phase cannot be set.  

 
  

SMD Temperature  

Thermoprofile delivered from Top Heater  
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HINT 

� Top- and Bottom Heater operation start simultaneously.  

� Energy transfer to a component is determined by the temperature and 
Air Flow rate.  Both parameters can be set from the RAPID profile con-
trol. Too high flow rate might move SMDs in reflow regime. Too little 
flow rate might extend heating procedure unnecessarily.  

� Value given in “Temp SMD” defines target temperature for Top Heater 
Profiler.  

� Cooling Phase is active in SOLDERING Tab only. Cooling during DESOL-
DERING of SMD may interfere with Pick-up of SMD.  

 

6.5 Profile Control DIAGRAM 

6.5.1 Introduction  

The Profile Control from a DIAGRAM is similar to the previously described RAPID process.  
DIAGRAM offers the user the option of establishing multiple profile phases and to control the 
heating systems in greater detail. To operate heating profiles in DIAGRAM mode, select the 
radio button in main screen.  

 

 
Fig. 30: Screenshot of Profile Control Type DIAGRAM 
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6.5.2 Top Heater Control for Heating Profile Type DIAGRAM 

Just as with the profile type RAPID the Top Heater is set with the same parameters in profile 
type DIAGRAM. The number of functions and their ranges are more extensive, which can 
result in more flexibility and better designed solder profiles.  

6.5.2.1 Setting Profile Parameters in the Graph Section  

Familiar from type RAPID, DIAGRAM heating profiles are established with clicks of the mouse 
in the Graph Section, refer to Fig. 25 and Fig. 31.  However, differently to RAPID, here in DIA-
GRAM Heat UP Phase and Solder Phase are combined in one parameter block. But there is no 
functional change in operation or meaning of parameter in establishing a profile step. Each 
profile step is described by a set of parameters. To achieve greater clarity each parameter set 
and, therefore, each profile phase can be individually named.  

 

 
Fig. 31: Screenshot of Profile Control Type DIAGRAM  

Clicking the right mouse button in the Graphic Area will delete the previous profile point.  

  

1 
2 

3 4 5 6 
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6.5.2.2 Top Heater - Parameters 

 
Fig. 32: Heating Phase of 

Profile Type DIAGRAM 

SMD Data 
In the three fields below SMD Data settings for the Profiler en-
tered.  Based on these entries the Profiler is optimised.  Only these 
values affect the graphs in graphic window – they do not, how-
ever, directly affect the power settings of the Top Heater!  

Heat-UpTime [s]:  Defines the time to reach the soldering tem-
perature of the component.  

Temp. SMD [°C]: Soldering temperature of the component.  This 
value is stipulated in the component data sheet. 

Time Hold [s]: This specifies the time during which the solder-
ing temperature (Temp SMD[°C]) is to be maintained.  

 

 
HINT 

� The example in Fig. 32 shows the profile phase named “SOAK“, lasting 40 sec-
onds.  

Top Heater Parameters  

It is preferable to let the Profiler set the parameters for the Top Heater. Should there be any 
undesirable deviations when running the profile the parameters can be fine-tuned accord-
ingly. 

Air Flow [l/min]: This value specifies the delivered hot air volume. The following rates are 
available for selection: 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 13, 16, 20, 25, 30 and 35l/min. The parameter defines 
the flow rate for this particular solder profile section, only. It can be set equal or differently 
for each step of the profile.  

 
HINT 

� Small components should not be exposed to high Air Flows. The increased air 
pressure tends to push the components down, which can lead to electrical 
short circuits. 

� High Air Flows can move small SMDs, especially in liquid phase.  

� Optimal heat distribution inside the soldering tools depends on the correct Air 

Flow, to some extent. 
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Temp. Start [°C]: The start temperature of the Top Heater is specified by this parameter. 
When operating the profiler function, it is determined automatically (see Chapter 7.6) to 
comply with the stipulations from “SMD Data” or the red graph in the graphic window.  The 
parameter can be changed manually. It results an earlier reach of max. temperature. 

Temp. End [°C]: This is the end value of the heating ramp that the hot gas source follows to 
achieve the target temperature of the component.   

When operating the profiler function it is determined automatically (see Chapter 7.6) to 
comply with the stipulations from “SMD Data” or the red graph in the graphic window.  The 
parameter can be changed manually. It results in a more shallow gradient. 

Temp Hold [°C]: Holding temperature of the hot gas source to keep the component tem-
perature constant.  

Time Peak [s]: Because of the latent energy of the component on the board it is possible 
that the component may not have reached the required temperature (Temp. SMD [°C])   
immediately. To give it time to catch up, the end temperature is maintained by the time 
specified here.  
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7 Profiler  

7.1 General Remarks  

The profiler is part of the software WTQB. To establish the profile parameter for soldering 
and desoldering use the Profiler. After specifying just a few framework values software de-
termines the correct heating parameters for the Bottom Heater and Top Heater, which are 
then stored as a complete working soldering program.  

For a complete rework operation the heat delivered to PCB and to SMD need to be set in two 
different profile parameter sets: Bottom Heater Profile and Top Heater Profile. 

7.2 Preparing the PCB 

For bottom heater profile, install a thermo couples at the PCB bottom side and connect it to 
Sensor plug #1.  

The location of the sensor tip should be in the centre of PCB but not close to SMD to be re-
placed. For installation of sensors, see hints in Chapter 9.2.  

7.3 Selection of a Hot Gas Nozzle  

Hot Gas Nozzles guide the hot air to where it is needed and ensure optimum soldering condi-
tions.  For example, QFPs are only heated at their edges (along the contacts) whereas BGAs 
across the whole of the surface.  It goes without saying that Hot Gas Nozzles have distinct 
influences on the heat transfer to components.  The software responds by automatically 
loading nozzle specific parameters for establishing a soldering profile.  

Correct selection of Hot Gas Nozzles from the list in the drop down menu is first step.  
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Fig. 33: Selection of the Hot Gas Nozzle  

When the solder nozzle is selected, confirm that the profile data will be overwritten.  

 

 
Fig. 34: Take settings from nozzle library to profile 
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7.4 Starting Profiler 

Once the PCB, with attached temperature sensors, is securely installed above the Bottom 

Heater the Profiler software can be started. Make sure the PCB is supported properly and 
avoid sacking in warm condition.  

Profiler works with both profile types: RAPID and DIAGRAM. The profile types can be differ-
entiated by upon the application. Please see the possible selection criteria. To start the Pro-
filer please click the Profiler button on the screen, see Fig. 35.  

 

 
Fig. 35: Starting the Profiler  

HINT 

� The profile type RAPID offers good results for the vast majority of applica-
tions and should be used preferentially. 

� The Profile type DIAGRAM profiles max flexibility in designing perfect solder 
profiles.  

� When the Profiler is started from the de-soldering process, the component 
will be lifted at the end and no cooling phase will be present. Process for 
cooling the component is only activated for soldering.  
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A new window opens (Fig. 36), which allows a choice between “Profiler Under Heater” and 
“Profiler Top Heater”. Clicking the corresponding button starts the chosen function and stores 
the automatically established parameters:   

�  “Profiler Bottom Heater“  ->  creates Bottom Heater Parameter automatically  

� “Profiler Top Heater“  ->  creates Top Heating Parameter automatically  

By clicking on “Data” the pre-settings for the profiler can be modified (recommended for 
experienced users only).  

 

 
Fig. 36: Main Window - Profiler  

7.5 Bottom Heater Profile with Profiler 

When establishing a Bottom Heater profile the PCB temperature must be set so that no com-
ponent is overheated.  Please note the maximum permitted temperatures for heat sensitive 
components, such as sockets, capacitors or displays.  It may be necessary to shield individual 
components. 

After checking that the thermocouple is correctly attached to the PCB, click the “Next” button 
to start the Profiler (see Chapter 7, Page37).  This opens a new window (Fig. 37), where the 
PCB temperature is specified before starting Profiler Bottom Heater. 

 

 
Fig. 37: Setting the PCB Temperature - RAPID -Profiler  
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WTQB 1000 starts the profiler procedure and turns on the lamps of bottom heater. The pro-
filer works as follows:  

It tries to attain the target temperature as quickly as possible by using 100% of the available 
power.  As soon as the board temperature is reached the Bottom Heater switches off.  During 
off time residual heat in Bottom Heater lamps maintain PCB temperature stable. From that 
point on software controls power so that the assembly remains at the desired temperature.   

The electrical controller runs the Bottom Heater for another 120 sec. In that time the Profiler 
works out an optimum power value. That value is represented in parameter Power Hold [W], 
ref. Fig. 23. At the end of the Profiler for Bottom Heater the software determines parameters 
Time Rise [s], Power Start [W], Power End [W] and Power Hold [W]. 

Having successfully established the parameters the software returns to the Profiler main 
window. 

 

HINT 

� Profiler can be executed when sensor is attached to PCB topside. However, 
be aware that temperature on bottom side can be more 25°C than red by 
the sensor attached to top side.   
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7.6 Top Heater Profile with Profiler 

7.6.1 Introduction of Profiling 

Heating of SMD with hot gas from top performs the reflow task.  Hot Gas Nozzles direct the 
flow of hot air from above onto the SMD. This is to provide the heat energy required for melt-
ing the solder joints.  The heat profile for Top Heater ensures that thermal limits for the com-
ponents, other surrounding devices and the printed circuit boards are not exceeded. The 
initial parameter values are loaded from a database.  

7.6.2 Set target temperatures for SMD in Profiler  

For its operation the Profiler uses data which are pre-stored in the initial profile. In new pro-
files those data are imported from the nozzle library.  

If parameters need to be verified or even modified the user can open the parameter window 
before starting Profiler, click on Data, see Fig. 38. 

 

 
Fig. 38: Main Window Profiler  

Most usual is the change of SMD target temperature. Next figures show monitor screen sec-
tions for RAPID and DIAGRAM profile.  

 

 
Fig. 39: Set Values for SMD Temperatures in RAPID PROFILE 
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For each profile phase a duration (Heat Up Time [s]) in which the SMD ‘s temperature is ele-
vated to its target value (Temp SMD[°C]) and over which period (Time Hold [s]) the compo-
nent is to remain at the soldering temperature needs to be specified.  

 

             
Fig. 40: Set Values for SMD Temperatures in DIAGRAM PROFILE  

The red line in the graph section adjusts according to the given values. Once the set value 
entries have been completed clicking “OK” returns the software the main window of Profiler.  

 

HINT 

� The Profiler can also be started in DIAGRAM PROFILE mode without further 
inputs.  Changes should only be made within narrow limits and only by well 
trained personnel. 

� To return from DIAGRAM to RAPID PROFILE delete the multiple steps before.  

� Profiler requires constant heating conditions for establishing parameters.  A 
rule of thumb is that once reflow temperature is reached there should be at 
least another 20 sec allowed during which the SMD temperature is kept con-
stant.  If this proves to be too long the hold time (Time Hold [s]) can be 
shortened later.  

� Cooling ramps cannot be specified. The parameters for the cooling process 
are not determined by the Profiler.  
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7.6.3 Starting the Top Heating Profiler  

After specifying the parameters for the SMD temperature the “Profiler Top Heater” Profiler 
module can be started from the main window. In another window the user is asked to ensure 
that the thermocouple is correctly attached, please see Fig. 41.  

 

 
Fig. 41: RAPID Profiler   

After clicking “Next”, the Nozzle has to be lowered to the PCB. Please check that the Nozzle is 
centrally positioned and ensure that:  

� The Hot Gas Nozzle is centrally positioned above the component,  

� for SO, CSP soldering tools and those for Shields the distance to the component is correct, 

� Hot Gas Nozzle do not rest on sensor wires, 

� the soldering tools do not rest on components and 

� the sensor has not been disturbed by the Nozzle. 
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7.6.4 Start Profiler procedure 

Since - in later state - the machine should not operate with any sensor connected to PCB nor 
to SMD must the start condition for both Profiler and Rework Profile be as identical as possi-
ble.  

Therefore the software verifies the temperature for all sensors prior start of Profiler, see Fig. 
42. The temperature should be below 45°C. That is a safety feature to avoid systematic errors 
in profiler result. When temperature is below 45°C the software starts Profiler Procedure 
automatically after more 180s are elapsed.  

To start the Profiler manually press NEXT.  

 
Fig. 42: Sensor temperature verification prior Profiler 
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7.6.5 Profiler  

Pressing Start in earlier step opens the Profiler window:  

Fig. 43 displays the sensor plots, whereby blue plot is for PCB temperature, brown plot SMD 
temperature and black plot is the ht gas temperature inside the hot gas source.  

During Profiler the red SMD target plot is not shown.  

 
Fig. 43: Profiler  

Per definition the Profiler sets Time Hold to 400sec. This time represents the systems limit 
(time out) in which the profiler must finish the process. If reflow cannot be reached in this 
limit the systems shuts down all heater. Furthermore a profile timer is set and counts down 
from the sum of Heat Up Time  and Time Hold.  

The temperatures of all sensors are plotted and their values are given in numbers on the 
screen.  
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When the SMD temperature has crossed the 217°C line the software displays the buttons 
MELTING POINT and STOP, see next.   

 

 
Fig. 44: Profiler  

A temperature of 217°C represents the melting point of most of the SAC (Tin/Silver/Copper) 
solder used in electronic assemblies. When SMD temperature is above 217°C, you should 
carefully watch the melting of the SMD.  

To determine the moment when the solder joints are soft and the solder is molten, use a 
mechanical tip / tweezers or the provided SMD hook and push on the SMD. When you feel 
the SMD move, click MELTING POINT.  

Now the software continues to heat the SMD for another 30 sec with that temperature. This 
extra time is to provide a process reserve for stable future operation.  
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Fig. 45: Profiler – Melting Point 

When MELTING POINT has been pressed the profile timer is reset to the final 30 sec.  

Alternatively to MELTING POINT you may click STOP. Stop terminates the process immediate-
ly, after SMD Sensor (Sensor #2) has crossed the 230 °C line.  

In both cases the Profiler-Process determines the reflow parameters automatically – when it 
ends full procedure. In case the procedure is canceled, the original values are restored and 
Profiler settings are vanished.  
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In case the Profiler has been started from the SOLDER TAB (ref. Fig. 21) the Profiler completes 
the heating cycle with the final cooling phase, see Fig. 43. In cooling phase the software uses 
the parameter given in the settings of that profile, see 6.4.4.3. 

In Case the Profiler executed from DESOLDER TAB the cooling phase is not performed and 
Profiler will terminate after the profile timer has counted down to zero.    

 
Fig. 46: Profiler completed incl. Cooling Phase 

When Profiler has been finished, the temperature plot stays displayed on monitor screen and 
provides several options to continue.  

Hint 

� You may modify parameter values manually now. Pressing Finish button will 
store changed values. An Undo Function is not available.  

7.6.6 Clean Pad in Profiler  

This feature is calling the software procedure described in Chapter: 7.7 

7.6.7 Print in Profiler  

Pressing the print button will call WINDOWS printer routine and allow you to print the result 
from Profiler. This is a feature for documentation purposes.  
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7.6.8 Profile Analysing Tool 

Further quantitative analysis of the Profiler result can be done when the Analysis button is 
pressed. A new window appears on screen. The profile plots from Profiler are recalled and 
information about max slope, minimal slope and max temperature are given, see Fig. 47.  

 

 
Fig. 47: Profile Analysing Tool  

Two vertical marker lines are displayed in the graph section. The spacing between the lines is 
set 5 sec. With the mouse pointer, one can move the marker lines along the profile history. 
Under the headline MARKER the temperature values, temperature gradients (5 sec interval) 
and the time of profile for the red line is updated automatically.  

Maximal ratings are given right hand side under headline MAXILAM. The instant when maxi-
mal values are recorded are highlighted with little blue squares on the temperature plots.  

Experienced users may change profile parameter now. Pressing END will save the values to 
the profile and terminate the Profiler.  

 

Hint 

� The analysis tool is accessible from standard profile operation also.  
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7.6.9 Typical temperature scenarios  

Fig. 48 to  Fig. 50 show principle temperature graphs like they may appear when soldering profiles 
are established with the Profiler.  To follow them with your own system you must attach a tem-
perature sensor to the SMD component properly and run the profiler software, starting with the 
standard settings. The graphs are coloured according to their meaning:  

Red  =>  set graph as specified by SMD Data 
Green  =>  hot gas temperature as measured in the Top Heater  
Blue  =>  measured temperature on the SMD  

From the graphs one can visually see the quality of the established profile. Also one can define 
parameter changes to fine tune the result from Top Heater profiler. For each scenario information 
and suggestions are provided about how to improve result from profiler.   

 
Best Match  

In Fig. 48 the component is heated in a way that it has reached its peak temperature at the 
end of the heat up time.  At this point the Profiler switches the Top Heater into regulated 
mode and maintains a constant SMD temperature.  

This profile would be considered as the perfect profile.  

 

                    T 
Temp. End 
 
 
Temp. Hold 
SMD Temp 
 
 
 
  
 
      Heat Up Time         Time Hold 
  t 

Fig. 48:  Profile for best match 

  

SMD Temperature 
(measured) 

Top Heater Temperature 
(measured) 

Set Temperature 
(SMD Data) 
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High Mass Component  

From what can be seen in plot of Fig. 49 the component has not reached the target tempera-
ture at the end of the heat up phase.   

In such a case the profiler software automatically calculates a peak time and continues heat-
ing the component with the “End-Temperature” for this period.   

At the end of the peak time the profiler reads SMD temperature and if it is equal or higher 
than the set temperature the Top Heater is switched to control mode to maintain a constant 
component temperature.  

 

                    T 
Temp. End 
 
 
Temp. Hold 
SMD Temp 
 
 
 
  
 
      Heat Up Time         Peak Time Time Hold 
  t 

Fig. 49:  Profile for High Mass Component 

The profiler software sets the parameter Peak_time in its procedure.  

Recommendations for optimization: 

The hot gas source should be set to higher end temperature. That would force the system to 
Heat-Up the component with higher slope. If this is carried out shorten peak time is impor-
tant to avoid overshoot. 

In case end temperature is at max. or close to maximum, you may leave temperature setting 
and increase the Air Flow to next level. This increases the heat transfer to the component.  
This only can be done if the nozzle can handle more Air Flow (is large enough) and the com-
ponents on the PCB can stand the aero-pneumatic forces. If this is carried out shorten peak 
time respectively 

To modify parameter, please refer to Chapter: 7.6.2  

Set Temperature 
SMD Data) 

Top Heater Temperature 
(measured) 

SMD Temperature 
(measured) 
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High Mass Component and PCB 

When high mass modules are been reworked and/or BGAs with lots of thermal mass (i.e. 
heat sink assembled) it may happen that the component does not warm up in time:  

In Fig. 50 the component has not reached the target temperature at the end of peak time.  
The Profiler force the Top Heater to archive target temperature and control SMD tempera-
ture to be constant.  This effect is clearly visible in the additional bump in the green graph.  

 

                    T 
Temp. End 
 
 
Temp. Hold 
SMD Temp 
 
 
 
Temp. Start  
 
      Heat Up Time         Peak Time Time Hold  t 

 

Fig. 50:  Profile for high mass component and PCB 

Here the profiler extends the peak time, however this profile must be optimized manually. 
The situation like displayed above is representing a thermally challenging module. Basically 
the pre-setting for the profiler are not made for such assemblies. You should not try to work 
with the profiler such modules.  

Recommendations for optimization: 

First step is to increase the PCB temperature.  Try to increase the PCB temperature to higher 
level.  

Since the heating slope is shallow, increase “end temperature” to maximum and increase Air 

Flow to max. value for this component.  

To modify parameter, see Chapter 7.6.2, Page 42 

  

Top Heater Temperature 
(measured) 

Set Temperature 
(SMD Data) 

SMD Temperature 
(measured) 
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How the Profiler works in detail: 

1. While the parameters are being established top and Bottom Heater are active. Bottom 

Heater uses the already determined parameter set.  

2. Top Heater operates with parameter delivered by nozzle selection. WQTB1000 CON-

TROL writes them into corresponding parameter fields when selecting the tool. Top 

Heater Parameter is “Air Flow”, “Temp End” and “Heat Up Time”. If those parameters 

are been modified profiler software uses the modified ones.  

3. At the end of the heat up time the software compares the actual temperature at the 

component with the set one:  

-> If the SMD temperature is smaller than the set value, profiler software calculates a 

peak time automatically. The profiler process maintains hot gas power at “end tem-

perature” for the calculated time. This completes the heat up phase – the soldering 

phase begins, please see next point.  

-> If the SMD temperature equals or is higher than the set temperature the Top Heater 

is switched off and goes directly into the soldering phase.  

4. In the soldering phase the Top Heater tries to back-up the requested SMD tempera-

ture. The Top Heater power is controlled to achieve the temperature given in SMD da-

ta! 

5. The profiler software needs feedback about melting point and requests you to click the 

button when melting point is reached.  

6. The profiler calculates the hold temperature from the temperature readings of the Hot 

Gas Nozzle feedback during last 20sec. before melting point.  

 

HINT 

� The heating profile used for the Profiler process is initially calculated from set 
component temperatures and soldering tool factors. 

� The Profiler should follow the settings on which the Hot Gas Nozzle are 
based.  

� It is advisable to continue running the Profiler until the hot gas tool has set-
tled to a constant temperature (a straight horizontal).  This applies even 
when the component has reached the solder melting point beforehand!  
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7.7 Clean Pad  

Executing Clean Pad from the tab in WQTB1000 CONTROL enables the operator to remove 
residual solder from the PCB. The system operates therefore the bottom heater to warm PCB 
and runs the Hot Gas Nozzle. Also the external vacuum nozzle is ready to use. Parameters for 
removing residual solder are shown, Fig. 51.  

To enable vacuum click the small finger switch at the vacuum tool.  

 
Fig. 51: Clean Pad 

Top Heater 

AIR [l/min]: The airflow of hot gas unit can be set to: 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 
13, 16, 20, 25, 30, or 35l/min,  
Temperature [°C]: The hot gas temperature is adjustable be-
tween 150 and 400°C.  
The operator set parameter „as low as possible, as high as neces-
sary“ according to the leaded or lead-free process and the circuit 
board material.  

Bottom Heater 

Power [W]: Power level of Bottom Heater in W of the maximum.  
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8 OPS – Optical Placement System 

8.1 BGA Placement Procedure 

8.1.1 Basic Alignment of OPS  

Before aligning a new SMD - such as BGA / QFP / QFN components - to the PCB the target 
location must be prepared properly: Old Solder has to be cleaned from the pads and NO flux 
should be put on the PCB region.  

Click on the OPS-Tab on main screen of the related SMD data set.  

 
Fig. 52: Start OPS –> Optical Placement System 

 

Open the magnet lock at back side of OPS arm and move the Placement Arm that the region 
of interest is centered over the blue cross hair, like it is shown in next figure.  

After basic alignment of the placement arm should be locked with the magnet switch.  
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Fig. 53: BGA target pattern centered under CCD centered.  

8.1.2 Camera Settings  

For better visual display the camera parameter can be modified. To modify either Brightness, 
Contrast or Sharpness of the camera display click the Camera Parameter Button, see below.  

Adjust the parameter values according your own requirements. The system saves the values 
internally and recalls the next times when opening OPS software tool.   

  
Fig. 54: Camera parameter  

  



 

 

8.1.3 Camera Display 

The installed USB camera 
physical resolution is 1600x1200 pixels and can be shown on monitor 
screen when 1600x1200 mode is act
this resolution is larger than most of the monitors the image is resized to 
image canvas. If higher magnification

Due to limited data load on USB bus 
poor when running in 1600x1200 mode. In case fast 
ferred, reduce the resolution to 800x600 pixel
software changed camera mode 
reduced size. Operating the 800x600 pixel resolution does not allow the 2x 
magnification.  

The camera icon above EXIT button can be used to save an image in *.
format.  

8.1.4 Define Pattern 

When the camera display is set perfectly for that particular application, you are ready to 
teach the target location. Therefore use the mouse and move the pointer over the first point 
/ pad of the pattern. When 
pointer to next corner of pattern. The software draws a line from point #1 to point #2, see 
Fig. 55:  

Fig. 55: Select the BGA Array

1 

OPS – Optical Placement System

 

Display Resolution 

amera device has a high resolution color CCD sensor
tion is 1600x1200 pixels and can be shown on monitor 

screen when 1600x1200 mode is activated – see figure left. However, since 
this resolution is larger than most of the monitors the image is resized to 

higher magnification is needed, click the “2x” button.  

limited data load on USB bus the frames-per-second speed is rather 
when running in 1600x1200 mode. In case fast display update is pr

ferred, reduce the resolution to 800x600 pixel and click related button
software changed camera mode now and transfers the camera images 

Operating the 800x600 pixel resolution does not allow the 2x 

The camera icon above EXIT button can be used to save an image in *.

Pattern Location on PCB 

When the camera display is set perfectly for that particular application, you are ready to 
teach the target location. Therefore use the mouse and move the pointer over the first point 
/ pad of the pattern. When the pointer is well centered click left button and move mouse 
pointer to next corner of pattern. The software draws a line from point #1 to point #2, see 

        
lect the BGA Array 

2 
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sensor. Its 
tion is 1600x1200 pixels and can be shown on monitor 

see figure left. However, since 
this resolution is larger than most of the monitors the image is resized to 

 

rather 
is pre-

nd click related button. The 
images in 

Operating the 800x600 pixel resolution does not allow the 2x 

The camera icon above EXIT button can be used to save an image in *.JPG 

When the camera display is set perfectly for that particular application, you are ready to 
teach the target location. Therefore use the mouse and move the pointer over the first point 

the pointer is well centered click left button and move mouse 
pointer to next corner of pattern. The software draws a line from point #1 to point #2, see 
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Now, complete the definition of the target position for BGA by click the third corner. The 
software draws a rectangular frame in blue which fit the corners you selected, see next Fi
ure.  

Fig. 56: Click three corners - Select the Array

 

Additionally to the blue frame a red f
gravity (shown in little red cross). Also they have identical angular orientation incl. same 
width vs. height scaling.  

You may scroll the mouse wheel and bring the red frame to become larger and smaller.

Hint 

� To delete a corner from the target frame, click right mouse button. 

� To activate the red zoom,

click left button.  
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Placement Procedure 

Now, complete the definition of the target position for BGA by click the third corner. The 
software draws a rectangular frame in blue which fit the corners you selected, see next Fi

         
Select the Array 

the blue frame a red frame is shown. Both frames share the same center of 
gravity (shown in little red cross). Also they have identical angular orientation incl. same 

the mouse wheel and bring the red frame to become larger and smaller.

To delete a corner from the target frame, click right mouse button. 

To activate the red zoom, 

    

2 

3 

Now, complete the definition of the target position for BGA by click the third corner. The 
software draws a rectangular frame in blue which fit the corners you selected, see next Fig-

 

Both frames share the same center of 
gravity (shown in little red cross). Also they have identical angular orientation incl. same 

the mouse wheel and bring the red frame to become larger and smaller. 

To delete a corner from the target frame, click right mouse button.  

 



 

 

8.1.5 Shift & Tilt Target Frame 

In some situations it is more helpful to align the blue frame over the BGA pattern than clicking 
on the pattern corners.  

To activate the “shift-option”, move the mouse pointer towards the inner center of the blue 
frame and click once left button. Now, 
small arrow appears. The arrow identifies
going to shift when left mouse button is clicked again. 

That optimization procedure has high sensitivity to match the blue fl
pattern.  

Fig. 57: Shift the target frame “upwards”

 
When the mouse wheel is clicked is in center of target frame, the “tilt
Turning the mouse wheel now, leads the target frame

Second click on the mouse wheel de
frame.  

Fig. 58: Rotate the target frame “clockwise”

 

OPS – Optical Placement System

 

Target Frame  

ituations it is more helpful to align the blue frame over the BGA pattern than clicking 
 

option”, move the mouse pointer towards the inner center of the blue 
frame and click once left button. Now, by moving the mouse curser over the 

s. The arrow identifies the direction in which the blue frame pattern is 
going to shift when left mouse button is clicked again.  

That optimization procedure has high sensitivity to match the blue flame over the BGA layout 

        
Shift the target frame “upwards” 

When the mouse wheel is clicked is in center of target frame, the “tilt
Turning the mouse wheel now, leads the target frames to rotate around the center. 

Second click on the mouse wheel de-activate the tilt-mode and allows scaling of the red 

        
Rotate the target frame “clockwise” 
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ituations it is more helpful to align the blue frame over the BGA pattern than clicking 

option”, move the mouse pointer towards the inner center of the blue 
e mouse curser over the camera image a 

the blue frame pattern is 

ame over the BGA layout 

 

When the mouse wheel is clicked is in center of target frame, the “tilt-mode” is activated. 
s to rotate around the center.  

mode and allows scaling of the red 
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8.1.6 Placing BGA on defined target pattern  

When the target frame is well adjusted over the pad pattern layout, click on the vacuum 
button in the upper left menu and activate vacuum flow.  

Load the SMD and attach it to the vacuum pick up. Carefully lower the placement arm by 
hand and make sure that the BGA does not touch the PCB. There should be always enough 
space between SMD and PCB to move XYΘ sliders of the placement arm.  

 

   
Fig. 59: Align and place BGA on the PCB.  

 

Hint 

� Do not forget to add flux on the PCB. The application of flux is recommended 
to do after the target frame is finally set-up.  

� If flux application happens too early it blurs the impression of the camera 
image.   
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9 Practical Hints  

9.1 Use of Thermocouples  

Only thermocouples of type K are supported.  

Temperature measurements should be carried out at the top and bottom of boards to obtain 
a complete picture. In some cases, the temperature of large sockets pointing towards the 
heating elements can be of particular interest. Any profile may have to be adjusted so that 
the maximum permitted component temperature is not exceeded.  

To keep the heat capacity low and thus obtaining accurate measurements sensors with small 
wire diameters are usually selected (AWG28, AWG32). Frequent use can lead to their break-
ing. Please check their correct function before each use. 

9.2 Attachment of Temperature Sensors 

When creating temperature profiles information about component and PCB temperatures 
are required. The correct installation of thermocouples is fundamental for optimal heating 
profiles. Good thermal contact between sensors and boards is imperative.  Experience has 
shown that two types of attachment are particularly useful. 
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9.2.1 Attachment with Kapton 

Fig. 60: PCB Temperature Measurement 

Please note that the adhesion of this type of tape diminishes at temperatures of arou
120°C and gets much softer. There should
sor tip will not move during measuring.
attach the thermocouple wire to cold areas, outside the heated zone

9.2.2 Use of SMD Adhesive

This method is by far the most reliable preparati
nately, PCBs with sensors attached this way are unlikely to be usable afterwards. Boards with 
liquid adhesive bonded sensors are often used for repeat checks and calibration

Determining Board Temperature for Underheating Profile

To establish the surface temperature the sensor is bonded
The adhesive maintain good contact with the b
practice to bond the wire at several poin
mechanical damage, please see Fig.
with SMD Adhesive. 

of Temperature Sensors 

Kapton Tape  

The attachment of a sensor to the surface of a PCB 
needs to be firm and any air expelled between the tape 
and the board surface (please see Fig. 60
thermocouple tips is electrically conductive its position 
should be selected so that it is not in contact with any 
conductive surface to avoid errors in measurements

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

e Measurement – Attachment by Kapton Adhesive Tape.  

Please note that the adhesion of this type of tape diminishes at temperatures of arou
There should be sufficient restraint on the wire so that the se

ve during measuring. When using Kapton tape it is advisable to securely 
attach the thermocouple wire to cold areas, outside the heated zone. 

Use of SMD Adhesive 

e most reliable preparation for temperature measurement.
nately, PCBs with sensors attached this way are unlikely to be usable afterwards. Boards with 
liquid adhesive bonded sensors are often used for repeat checks and calibration.

Temperature for Underheating Profile: 

To establish the surface temperature the sensor is bonded to the PCB with SMD adhesive. 
The adhesive maintain good contact with the board even at high temperatures.
practice to bond the wire at several points to the board to protect the thermocouple tip from 

Fig. 61: PCB Temperature Measurement – Sensor

The attachment of a sensor to the surface of a PCB 
air expelled between the tape 

60). Since the 
thermocouple tips is electrically conductive its position 
should be selected so that it is not in contact with any 

ors in measurements. 

Please note that the adhesion of this type of tape diminishes at temperatures of around 
be sufficient restraint on the wire so that the sen-

When using Kapton tape it is advisable to securely 

on for temperature measurement. Unfortu-
nately, PCBs with sensors attached this way are unlikely to be usable afterwards. Boards with 

. 

to the PCB with SMD adhesive. 
oard even at high temperatures. It is good 

ts to the board to protect the thermocouple tip from 
Sensor Attachment 
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Fig. 61: PCB Temperature Measurement – Sensor Attachment with SMD Adhesive. 

Determining Component Temperature for Hot Air Profile: 

Establishing the temperature inside a component is best achieved by drilling a small hole, 
inserting a sensor and bonding it in place with SMD adhesive. This method is especially suita-
ble for measuring temperatures in critical areas and ensuring that there are no undue tem-
perature stresses. 

 
Fig. 62: Temperature Measurement of the Inside of a Component 

SMD adhesive is also useful for bonding sensor leads securely to boards. Sharp bends in the 
wires should be avoided. 

 
Fig. 63: Temperature Measurement Inside a Component, Sensor Leads Stress Relieved 
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